Welcome to Marietta College’s
One Hundred Eighty-Fourth
Annual Commencement

With roots that reach back to the 18th century Muskingum Academy, Marietta College was officially chartered on February 14, 1835, by the State of Ohio as an institution charged with educating youth in all the various branches of the liberal arts and sciences. From the beginning, Marietta has been an independent, nonsectarian, liberal arts college.

Today’s graduates share a common foundation of courses in written and spoken communication, and have been required to acquire a coherent experience in several fields of study. Moreover, each has pursued an in-depth study of a discipline in one or more of the nearly 50 undergraduate or graduate programs. Marietta College grants degrees to these individuals, confident they have been readied to exercise their callings with competence and to fulfill their civic and social responsibilities with understanding.

The individuals receiving degrees today will join more than 25,000 living Marietta College alumni as members of The Long Blue Line.

Commencement Speaker
Michael J. Salvino ’87

Michael J. Salvino ’87 is the President and CEO of DXC Technology, the world’s leading independent, end-to-end IT services company that serves more than 6,000 private and public-sector customers in 70 countries. He has held this role since September 2019. A current member of Marietta College’s Board of Trustees, Michael has served on the DXC Board of Directors since May 2019.

Prior to joining DXC, he served as Managing Director of Carrick Capital Partners from 2016 to 2019, where he was directly involved with Carrick’s portfolio companies and in sourcing new investments and growing and managing large-scale tech-enabled services businesses.

From 2009 to 2016, Salvino served as Group Chief Executive of Accenture Operations, one of Accenture’s five businesses, where he led a team of more than 100,000 consulting and outsourcing professionals focused on providing business process outsourcing, infrastructure, security, and cloud services to deliver business value and drive productivity and digital improvements for customers. He also held leadership roles in the human resources outsourcing business at Hewitt Associates Inc. and at Exult Inc.

Michael will receive an honorary Doctor of Laws during today’s Commencement ceremony.

As a courtesy to the graduates and those in attendance today, please turn your cell phones to vibrate.
We also ask that all family photographers remain in their seats when taking photos or go to the assigned area off to the left of the stage.
PROGRAM

“POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE”
“Fanfare and Processional—Pomp and Circumstance”
Edward Elgar
arr. James D. Ployhar

NATIONAL ANTHEM
Marietta College Symphonic Band
Director: Nils Landsberg, Assistant Professor of Music

WELCOME
Dr. William N. Ruud, President of the College
Matthew B. Weekly, Chair, Marietta College Board of Trustees

JEWETT ORATION
“The Final Draft”
Jaclyn D. Mulvain
“Trust the Process, Create a Masterpiece”
Leah Marie Seaman

PRESENTATION OF PRIZES AND AWARDS
Dr. William N. Ruud
President
Dr. Janet L. Bland
Provost and Dean of the Faculty
Ms. Taiylor Williamson
President of Student Government Association

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Michael J. Salvino ’87

CHARGE TO THE CLASS OF 2021
President Ruud

CONFERRING OF DEGREES
President Ruud
Provost Bland
**ALMA MATER**

“Time-Honored Marietta”

Time-honored Marietta,  
Thy walls to us are dear.  
Oh! How can we forget thee,  
Or the times that we’ve spent here?  
Thy name we’ll ever cherish,  
And for thy banner fight,  
Nor ever let it perish—  
The Navy Blue and White!

Gladly do we sing thy praises  
And of thy heroes tell—  
How many brave hearts struggled  
Because they loved thee well.  
’Twill be our firm endeavor  
To stand up for the right,  
Protect, and keep thee ever,  
O Navy Blue and White!

Chorus:

Thy dear name we’ll ever cherish,  
And for thy banner fight,  
Nor ever let it perish—  
The Navy Blue and White!

**CONCLUSION**

President Ruud

**RECESSIONAL**

“Fanfare and Recessional”

Marietta College Symphonic Band

Director: Nils Landsberg, Assistant Professor of Music

* The audience stands.

** The audience stands; remains at seats until dismissed by ushers.

- The Faculty Marshals are: Dr. Douglas Anderson, Director of the Legacy Library; Dr. Debra Egolf, Professor of Chemistry; Dr. Beverly Hogue, McCoy Professor of English; Dr. Dennis Kuhl, Professor of Physics; Dr. Kathryn N. McDaniel, McCoy Professor of History and Chair of the History, Philosophy, and Religion Department; Dr. Mark Sibicky Professor of Psychology
- Introduction of Graduates: Christy Burke, Director of Education Abroad
- The Student Marshals are: Emma N. Christman ’22, Callie M. Heft ’22, Ashton M. Helmke ’22, Braeden J. Wallace ’22
- Lighting: Nathan Bradley, Theatre Department
- Commencement Coordinators: Tina Hickman and Amanda Reynolds, Records Office
ACADEMIC PRIZES AND AWARDS

CLASS Valedictorian and Salutatorian

The class valedictorian shall be the graduating senior with the highest grade point average who has completed a minimum of 64 hours in residence. The class salutatorian shall be the graduating senior with the second highest grade point average using the same criterion as for the valedictorian.

Valedictorian: Xiaoyue Zhang
Salutatorian: Katie Elizabeth Kitchen

CHARLES FRITZ ABSOLON MEMORIAL PRIZE
Casey Thomas Gossett
This prize is awarded each year to the outstanding graduating geology major, as determined by the faculty of the Department of Petroleum Engineering and Geology. The recipient’s name is imprinted on the bookplates of the library books and periodicals purchased that year with the income from the Charles Fritz Absolon Memorial Fund. The recipient also receives a certificate of recognition.

ADAIR PRIZE
Gavin Scott Linkous
This prize is given annually to the member of the graduating class who has been most outstanding during his or her college career in building morale, esprit de corps, and loyalty to ideals of the College, without particular relation to academic standing. A fund for the prize was established in 1945 by the late Dr. Frank E. Adair, Class of 1910.

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA OUTSTANDING SENIOR AWARD
Xiaoyue Zhang
The Alpha Lambda Delta Award is given annually by the Marietta College chapter of the National Honor Society for Freshmen to the senior with the highest grade point average.

ALPHA XI DELTA PRIZE
Hana Nishikawa
Established in 1956, the prize is awarded annually to the member of the graduating class who has achieved academic excellence in the Department of Communication and Media Studies and who has exhibited proficiency in the practical application of oral communication skills. The recipient must have a 3.5 cumulative grade point average and have declared either a major or minor in the department. The faculty of the Department of Communication makes the selection. In addition to the cash award given by the Alpha Xi Delta Women’s Fraternity, the Communication faculty presents the recipient with a year’s membership in the National Communication Association.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARD
Jordan Nicole Pallay
The Alumni Association Community Service Award, established in 1975, is conferred at Commencement to the graduating senior who has demonstrated continuing involvement as a leader and close participant in an activity deemed to be of value to the community or area. Selection is made by the Faculty Council. The award consists of a check and the placement of the recipient’s name on a permanent plaque.

THE CHAPIN PRIZE
Britnee Kaye Kail
The Chapin Prize is awarded annually at Commencement to a student of any class for excellence in the study of a foreign language. The selection of the recipient is made by the Department of Modern Languages. Established in 1962 with a fund from the estate of Laura W. Friederich, Class of 1902, the prize memorializes the late George Scott Chapin, professor of modern languages, 1942-49.

SHERRILL CLELAND PRIZE IN LEADERSHIP
Lauren Jane Eakle
Elle Sophia Kemp
Katie Elizabeth Kitchen
Elizabeth Ann Lebar
Leah Marie Seaman
This prize was established by the Board of Trustees upon President Sherrill Cleland’s retirement in 1989 to recognize Dr. Cleland’s efforts to instill qualities and skills of leadership as a major component of Marietta College’s educational program during his 16 years of personal leadership. It is given annually to the most outstanding of the graduating McDonough Scholars with a major in International Leadership Studies or a minor in Leadership Studies, chosen by the staff of the McDonough Center for Leadership and Business from among those nominated by students enrolled in the McDonough Leadership Program.

DELTA UPSILON GOOD CITIZENSHIP AWARD
Patrick Michael Elliott
Established by the Marietta chapter of Delta Upsilon fraternity, this award is given annually at Commencement in honor of its members who gave their lives in World War II. The award, a plaque, is made to a member of the graduating class, man or woman, who, in the opinion of the Faculty Council, has shown outstanding qualities as to (1) scholarship, (2) leadership, (3) character, and (4) participation in extracurricular activities.

EGGLESTON-RUBY PRIZE
Danielle Diane Reed
The Eggleston-Ruby Prize is given annually at Commencement to the member of the graduating class whose special field of interest is biology and who, in the judgment of the faculty in that department, has done the most meritorious work in biology. The prize was established by the late Dr. Victor M. Ruby, Class of 1942, and named in memory of his friend and teacher, the late Harla Ray Eggleston, head of the Department of Biology from 1915 until his retirement in 1960, and his grandfather, the Rev. Susman Ruby of Marietta. Contributions in memory of Professor Eggleston’s son, Arthur G., were added to the funds in 1982.

RAYMOND G. GUTHRIE PRIZE
Britnee Kaye Kail
Jonathan M. Vasey
Established in 1970, this prize honors the Emeritus Professor of Education who taught at the College from 1927 until retirement in 1965. The prize is awarded to the senior or seniors seeking teacher certification who, in the judgment of the Department of Education, best represents his or her academic area in preparation for teaching. Funded through contributions of friends and former students of the late Professor Guthrie, the award consists of a membership in a professional association and placement of the recipient’s name on a plaque in Erwin Hall.

EYELID ONDON HAMMOND MEMORIAL PRIZE
Katie Elizabeth Kitchen
The Ione Congdon Hammond Memorial Prize is awarded annually to the woman of the graduating class who has shown the most sincere application to and appreciation of English literature during her College study. Each candidate shall have read several of the novels of Dickens under the supervision of her instructor. The prize was established by the late Donald J. Wormer in memory of his wife, Ione Congdon Hammond, Class of 1914.

JONATHAN M. VASEY MEMORIAL PRIZE
Leah Marie Seaman
Established by the Marietta chapter of Delta Upsilon fraternity, this award is given annually at Commencement to the student of any class who, in the judgment of the students who gave their lives in World War II. The award, a plaque, is made to a member of the graduating class, man or woman, who, in the opinion of the Faculty Council, has shown outstanding qualities as to (1) scholarship, (2) leadership, (3) character, and (4) participation in extracurricular activities.

EGGLESTON-RUBY PRIZE
Danielle Diane Reed
The Eggleston-Ruby Prize is given annually at Commencement to the member of the graduating class whose special field of interest is biology and who, in the judgment of the faculty in that department, has done the most meritorious work in biology. The prize was established by the late Dr. Victor M. Ruby, Class of 1942, and named in memory of his friend and teacher, the late Harla Ray Eggleston, head of the Department of Biology from 1915 until his retirement in 1960, and his grandfather, the Rev. Susman Ruby of Marietta. Contributions in memory of Professor Eggleston’s son, Arthur G., were added to the funds in 1982.

RAYMOND G. GUTHRIE PRIZE
Britnee Kaye Kail
Jonathan M. Vasey
Established in 1970, this prize honors the Emeritus Professor of Education who taught at the College from 1927 until retirement in 1965. The prize is awarded to the senior or seniors seeking teacher certification who, in the judgment of the Department of Education, best represents his or her academic area in preparation for teaching. Funded through contributions of friends and former students of the late Professor Guthrie, the award consists of a membership in a professional association and placement of the recipient’s name on a plaque in Erwin Hall.

IONE CONGDON HAMMOND MEMORIAL PRIZE
Katie Elizabeth Kitchen
The Ione Congdon Hammond Memorial Prize is awarded annually to the woman of the graduating class who has shown the most sincere application to and appreciation of English literature during her College study. Each candidate shall have read several of the novels of Dickens under the supervision of her instructor. The prize was established by the late Donald J. Wormer in memory of his wife, Ione Congdon Hammond, Class of 1914.
The William Heacock Memorial Prize

Madison M. McCormick

The William Heacock Memorial Fund was established in 1988 by friends of the late Mr. Heacock, the foremost writer in the field of Victorian pattern glass in America. Each academic year, the student who writes the most outstanding paper in the senior history capstone course receives a $500 award from the Heacock Memorial Fund. Papers are judged in a public forum by members of the History Department faculty.

William Bay Irvine Medal

Katie Elizabeth Kitchen

Established in 1963 by the Student Senate on behalf of the student body in recognition of President Irvine’s lifetime contribution to the advancement of Marietta College, this medal is awarded annually at Commencement to the outstanding man or woman of the senior class. The recipient is selected on the basis of the degree and extent of involvement in student-participating activities, loyalty and service to Marietta College, and scholarship.

JEFFETT PRIZES

Jaclyn D. Mulvain
Leah Marie Seaman

A prize is given annually to the member of the graduating class whose oration, in competition with other aspirants, is judged most excellent in composition and delivery. A prize is also awarded to the second-place winner. The prizes were established by the will of the late Milo Parker Jeffett, a teacher in the Marietta Collegiate Institute from 1833 to 1835, Professor of Rhetoric in the College from 1835 to 1838, and later the first president of Vassar College.

The LaVallée Award in Chemistry

Peyton Joseph Hall

Conferred on an outstanding member of the graduating class whose major was chemistry, this award is given by the Upper Ohio Valley Section of the American Chemical Society. Selection is by the faculty of the Department of Chemistry. The award, a year’s membership in the American Chemical Society, memorializes George A. LaVallée of Marietta, a founder of the local section of ACS.

Asa Shinn McCoy Award

Katie Elizabeth Kitchen

This award is given to a member(s) of the graduating class receiving degrees summa cum laude or magna cum laude and, in the opinion of the Faculty Council, worthy of the honor. A fund for a fellowship to be used for graduate study was established by the late James C. McCoy of Grasse, France, as a memorial to his father, the Rev. Asa Shinn McCoy, valedictorian of the Class of 1849, a clergyman of the Methodist Episcopal Church, and president of the Illinois Female College at Jacksonville.

Cavendish Q. McKay Award

Ryan Francis McGuiness

This award was established by friends and family of Dr. Cavendish Q. McKay, to honor his contributions to the program and to promote scholarship in physics at Marietta College. The award is given to the outstanding graduating student in physics as determined by the Physics Department faculty.

The Robert M. Naddour Award

Ryan James Miller

Established in 1983, honors the memory of Mr. Naddour (1959-83), assistant professor of petroleum engineering (1982-83), who died in an automobile accident. Recipients are selected from senior members of the Society of Petroleum Engineers nominated by Pi Epsilon Tau members to the faculty of the Edwy R. Brown Department of Petroleum Engineering who make the final selection. Qualified nominees should demonstrate industry, motivation, and enthusiasm in their academic work and sociability in departmental activities as well as scholarship.

Andi Parhamovich ’00 Memorial Award

Leah Marie Seaman

The Andi Parhamovich ’00 Memorial Award was established by the Parhamovich family in memory of their daughter and sister. Andi Parhamovich graduated from Marietta College in 2000 with a desire to find the best way she could to help people. While working in Iraq in 2007 teaching the people there about democratic voting, Andi and several of her bodyguards were killed in an attack on her three-vehicle convoy. This annual award was established to provide assistance to the graduating female senior with the highest grade point average in the Department of Media Studies.

Dana Rym Er Patterson Prize

Abigail Marie Litman

This prize is given each year at Commencement to the graduating senior who, in the judgment of the Department of Art faculty, has performed meritorious work in art, preferably in painting. The cash prize honors the late Mrs. Patterson, a charter member of the Ohio River Valley Chapter of the National Society of Arts and Letters and its national vice president (1964-66). The prize was established in 1984 by her husband, the late Dr. Merrill Reeves Patterson, dean of the College (1948-67).

Merrill Reeves Patterson Medal

Catherine T. Gattis

The Merrill Reeves Patterson Medal is presented at Commencement each year to the graduating English major who, in the judgment of the Department of English faculty, has performed meritorious work in English literature, preferably with attention to Shakespeare. The medal, first awarded in 1980, honors the late Dr. Patterson, Hillyer professor and chairman of the Department of English (1939-67), dean of the College (1948-67), director of academic advising (1967-72), and mentor to countless students who affectionately called him “Dean Pat.”

PhI Alpha Theta Key

Madison M. McCormick

The Phi Alpha Theta Key is awarded annually by Gamma Mu Chapter of Phi Alpha Theta, the national history honor society, to the member of the graduating class who, in the judgment of the faculty members in Phi Alpha Theta, has done the most meritorious work in history.

The Schmidt Prize

Erica L. Hill

This prize is given annually to the member of the graduating class who, regardless of academic standing, demonstrated the strongest desire to complete his or her education at Marietta College despite severe obstacles of any nature. The prize was established in 1963 with a permanent fund given in memory of the late Stephen N. Schmidt, Class of 1918, and Mrs. Margaret E. Schmidt, by their four sons: Robert S. Schmidt, Class of 1951; Charles D. Schmidt, Class of 1953; John D. Schmidt, Class of 1955; and Thomas E. Schmidt, Class of 1959.

The Walker Prize in Biochemistry

Sarah Kathryn McNeer

The Walker Prize in Biochemistry was established by the Chemistry Club in 2009 to honor Robert (Bob) Walker upon his retirement. The prize celebrates Dr. Walker’s work both as a campus leader and as a professor of Biochemistry. The Walker Prize is awarded to the top graduating Biochemistry major as determined by the Chemistry Department faculty.
Capstone Awards

Nominated by the faculty in their major, these seniors are commended here for an outstanding capstone. Awardees are provided with a cap and gown for Commencement.

Art Department
Leah Marie Seaman

Athletic Training
Kailin M. Shine

Biochemistry
April Leone Davis
Sarah Kathryn McNeer

Biology
Courtney Brooke Shine

Chemistry
Maya R. Bousamra

Communication Department
Hana Nishikawa

Economics
Katie Marie McIlroy

Education
Britnee Kaye Kail
Jonathan M. Vasey

English
Katie Elizabeth Kitchen

Environmental Science
Julia Palmer Losco
Allison Nicole Murphy

Geology
Casey Thomas Gossett

Health Science
Danielle Diane Reed

History
Madison M. McCormick

International Leadership Studies
Stephen G. Nesselrode

Marketing
Gavin Scott Linkous

Mathematics
Jordan Nicole Pallay

Petroleum Engineering
Abdulaziz A H B Alajmi
Munirah A A A Alawadh
Anase Mohammed Alsharekh
Luís Angel Chao
Quinn Hecker
Daniel Louis Hiser
Raymond T. Hukill
John Philip Stover

Physics
Vivian Rose Thomas

Political Science
Kathryn Marie McIlroy

Sport Management
Nolan R. Wetherald
Kaleb Craig Bowdle

Theatre
Victoria Suzanne Hughes

Pioneer Scholars

Pioneer Scholars scored in the top 20% of their class on the ETS Proficiency Exam. The ETS test assesses critical thinking, math, and communication.

Audrey Lynn Albright
Maya R. Bousamra
Victoria Lynn Clarichick
Ian S. Darling
Kathryn Ann Dreas
Lauren Jane Eakle
Patrick Michael Elliott
Bryce Everett Gandeae
Grace E. Gebhart

Peyton Joseph Hall
Justin Wayne Harvey
Gage Curtis Herb
Daniel Louis Hiser
Katie Elizabeth Kitchen
Kaitlyn Diane Lafferty
Stephanie Marie McAfee
Dayna M. McDougle
Ryan Francis McGuinness

Kathryn Marie McIlroy
Sarah Kathryn McNeer
Allison Nicole Murphy
William Ryan Rafferty
Isabel Margaret Romain
Courtney Brooke Shine
Grant B. Swan
Vivian Rose Thomas

Faculty Award

Outstanding Faculty Award
Dr. Michael Morgan

Established by the Student Body governing board in 1984, this award is presented each year to the member of the faculty who demonstrates excellence in teaching and college involvement as determined by a selection process administered by the Student Senate. Nominated faculty members are judged, among other things, on presentation of course material, fair and ethical teaching practices, rapport with students, and extent of involvement in College activities. A faculty member may receive the award more than once.
ACADEMIC HONOR SOCIETIES

ALPHA DELTA SIGMA
Hannah E. Garofalo
Cooper Andrew Holmes
Embre Claire Roberts

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
Victoria Lynn Clarckich
Donna Lorene Conaway
Joshua David Daniell
April Leone Davis
Kathryn Ann Dreas
Hannah E. Garofalo
Grace E. Gehbhart
Sadie A. Johnson
Britnee Kaye Kail
Katie Elizabeth Kitchen
Madison M. McCormick
Kathryn Marie McIlroy
Sarah Kathryn McNeer
Hannah Christine Miller
Stephan G. Nesselrode
Robert Jeffrey Phillips
Laura E. Pullins
Isabel Margaret Romain
Aubrey K. Teer
Ashley Lucille Tschudy
Cayleigh D’Ann Walton
Xiaoyue Zhang

ALPHA PSI OMEGA
John R. Allen
Victoria Suzanne Hughes

BETA BETA BETA
Audrey Lynn Albright
Kathleen Elizabeth Conkle
April Leone Davis
Alliya J. Duritzia
Grace E. Gehbhart
Adelyn Grace Posti
Cash M. Presnell
Danielle Diane Reed
Ashley Lucille Tschudy

GAMMA SIGMA ALPHA
Audrey Lynn Albright
Brecklin Andrew Dane Baker
Victoria Lynn Clarckich
Casey Thomas Gossett
Cooper Andrew Holmes
Elizabeth Anne Lebar
Ryan Francis McGuinness
Jaclyn D. Mulvain
Aubrey K. Teer
Devin Tyler Webster

KAPPA DELTA PI
Brittney Kaye Kail
Xiaoyue Zhang

KAPPA MU EPSILON
Joshua David Daniell

KAPPA PI
Katie Diane Hendrickson
Abigail Marie Litman
Leah Marie Seaman
Cayleigh D’Ann Walton

LAMBDA PI ETA
Alliya J. Duritzia
Hannah E. Garofalo
Cooper Andrew Holmes
Theresa Angela LaGreca
Georgia Jean Majka
Jeffrey A. Mitchell
Jaclyn D. Mulvain
Robert J. Nelson
Hana Nishikawa
Embre Claire Roberts
Leah Marie Seaman
Anqi Shi
Chloe Skye Williams

MU PSI KAPPA
Lauren Jane Eakle
Sadie A. Johnson
Ryan Francis McGuinness
Hannah Christine Miller

OMICRON DELTA EPSILON
Brecklin Andrew Dane Baker
Kathryn Marie McIlroy
Alyssa K. Shawger

OMICRON DELTA KAPPA
Victoria Lynn Clarckich
Joshua David Daniell
Lauren Jane Eakle
Katie Elizabeth Kitchen
Kathryn Marie McIlroy
Jordan Nicole Pallay
Danielle Diane Reed
Emily Catherine Smith

ORDER OF OMEGA
Victoria Lynn Clarckich
Patrick Michael Elliott
Madeline Elaine Hawkins
Elizabeth Anne Lebar
Jaclyn D. Mulvain
Aubrey K. Teer

PHI ALPHA THETA
Patrick Michael Elliott
Bryce Everett Ganss
Madison M. McCormick

PI EPSILON Tau
Anase Mohammed Alsharekh
Luis Angel Chao
Victoria Lynn Clarckich
Alexander McCauley Dimon
Daniel Louis Hiser
Kyle M. Matoszukia

PI SIGMA ALPHA
Brecklin Andrew Dane Baker
Patrick Michael Elliott
Bryce Everett Ganss
Reagan A. Haas
Cooper Andrew Holmes
Katie Elizabeth Kitchen
Kathryn Marie McIlroy

SIGMA CHI
Lauren Jane Eakle

SIGMA DELTA PI
Britnee Kaye Kail

SIGMA GAMMA EPSILON
Luis Angel Chao
Victoria Lynn Clarckich
Casey Thomas Gossett
Brittany Anna Martin

SIGMA PI SIGMA
Ryan Francis McGuinness
Vivian Rose Thomas

SIGMA TAU DELTA
John R. Allen
Catherine T. Gattis
Katie Elizabeth Kitchen

TAU PI PHI
Brecklin Andrew Dane Baker
Reagan A. Haas
Gavin Scott Linkous
Kathryn Marie McIlroy
Robert Jeffrey Phillips

THE SENIOR CLASS GIFT

The following seniors have made a gift as of April 26th, 2021:

Abdulaziz A H B Alajmi
John Robert Allen
Cheyenne P. Barker
Jacey Elaine Barth
Jeremy Joseph Booth
Karlee Marie Bruns
Jala Nicole Caldwell
Luís Angel Chao
Victoria Lynn Clarckich
Kathleen Elizabeth Conkle
Jerod M. Crawford
Joshua David Daniell
Alexander McCauley Dimon
Lauren Jane Eakle
Amber Gardner
Catherine T. Gattis
Grace E Gehbhart
Lindsay Nicole Gortner
Casey Thomas Gossett
Destiny Lynn Grim
Jared Clark Hall
Peyton Joseph Hall
Gage Curtis Herb
Sadie A. Johnson
Britnee Kaye Kail
Ellie Sophia Krem
Katie Elizabeth Kitchen
Kaitlin Kobuszewski
Gavin Scott Linkous
Joshua Sweeney Loudon
Georgia Jean Majka
Brittany Anna Martin
Kyle M. Matoszukia
Kylee Ruth McBride
Ryan Francis McGuinness
Kathryn Marie McIlroy
Hannah Christine Miller
Jaclyn D. Mulvain
Madelyn Ann Nader
Kasey L. Neville
Yu Nie
Anna Elizabeth Gaitree Oster
Adelyn Grace Posti
William Ryan Rafferty
James C. Rasnake
Danielle Diane Reed
Hannah Marie Richardson
Embre Claire Roberts

Isabel Margaret Romain
Prithibhik Kumar Sarkar
Olivia Catherine Schauer
Manning Bennett Shaw IV
Courtney Brooke Shine
Kevin C. Short
Kara M. Stults
Stephanie Lynn Sydenstricker
Vivian Rose Thomas
Ashley Lucille Tschudy
Matison P. Vinkovich
Courtney Shane Wears
Jared M. Weiss
Alexandria E. Williams
Chloe Skye Williams
Fangwei Xu
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, CLASS OF 2021

MASTER OF ARTS

Tara Marie Carlsen
Clinical Mental Health Counseling

Micayla B. Lyons
Clinical Mental Health Counseling

Barbara Paul
Clinical Mental Health Counseling

Victoria Suzanne Hughes
Theatre

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Lauren Jane Eakle
Music Therapy

Sadie A. Johnson
Music Therapy

Bachelor of Music

Hannah Christine Miller
Music Therapy

Kamryn Raquelle Stanton
Music Education

Bachelor of Science

Sienna Elizabeth Ahlers
Biology

Elle Sophia Kemp
Information Systems

James C. Rasnake
Biochemistry

Maya R. Boussamra
Chemistry

Grace Gail Knapp
Biochemistry

Danielle Diane Reed
Health Science

Kathleen Elizabeth Conkle
Health Science

Kaitlyn Diane Lafferty
Mathematics

Samantha Renee Ritenour
Athletic Training

Jerod M. Crawford
Biochemistry

Theresa Angela LaGreca
Health Science

Courtney Brooke Shine
Biology

Hayden Joseph Daley
Mathematics

Julia Palmer Losco
Environmental Science

Kaitlin M. Shine
Athletic Training

Joshua David Daniell
Mathematics

Rylie J. Malatak
Health Science

Kevin C. Short
Information Systems

April Leone Davis
Biochemistry

Brittany Anna Martin
Geology

Kara M. Stults
Athletic Training

Alliya J. Duritza
Health Science

Ryan Francis McGuinness
Mathematics, Physics

Vivian Rose Thomas
Computer Science, Applied Physics

Grace E. Gebhart
Biology

Sarah Kathryn McNeer
Biochemistry

Abigail M. Thompson
Health Science

Casey Thomas Gossett
Geology

Allison Nicole Murphy
Environmental Science

Maxwell J. Tice
Geology

Peyton Joseph Hall
Chemistry

Brandon Eugene Neville
Biology

Ashley Lucille Tschudy
Athletic Training

Madeline Elaine Hawkins
Sports Medicine

Jordan Nicole Pallay
Actuarial Science

Courtney Shane Wears
Athletic Training

Erica L. Hill
Biology

Adelynn Grace Posti
Health Science

Chloe Skye Williams
Health Science

Isaac Joseph Huffman
Biochemistry

Cash M. Presnall
Biology

Certificates and degrees are awarded upon successful completion of all certificate and degree requirements. Listing of student’s name does not guarantee certificate or degree completion. Final graduation honors listed on the transcript depend on the cumulative GPA at the end of the semester, when degree requirements are satisfied.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PETROLEUM ENGINEERING

Abdulaziz A H B Alajmi  
Saad Alsemari  
Raymond T. Hukill

Munirah A A A Alawadh  
Khaled W S E Alshaitan  
Nnabuike Henry Ibe

Ali Shaker Albloushi  
Anase Mohammed Alsharekh ★  
Isaac Matthew Lohr ★

Khaled Alenezi  
Abdulaziz KH Y M A AlShemali  
Kyle M. Matoszkia

Abdullah Alfailakawi  
Hasan M Ashkanani  
ZhenZe Mi

Ali Faisal Ali  
Luis Angel Chao  
Ryan James Miller

Faisal Mohammad Alnutaifri  
Victoria Lynn Clarchick★ ★  
Prithwibir Kumar Sarkar ★

Abdulaziz Alnutaifri  
Alexander McCauley Dinon ★  
Olivia Catherine Schafer ★

Abdulrazzaq Alnajem  
Jakeb Cameron Dinan ★  
John Philip Stover

Shahad Abdullah Alnnaimy  
Qais Haidar  
Grant B. Swan ★

Ali A J M Alsaffar  
Quinn Hecker ★

Ali H J M Alsaffar  
Daniel Louis Hiser ★★★

College Honors ★
Curriculum Honors ★
Research Honors ★
Phi Beta Kappa ★
McDonough Leadership Scholar ★★★
Summa Cum Laude ★★★
Magna Cum Laude ★★
Cum Laude ★
Certificates and degrees are awarded upon successful completion of all certificate and degree requirements. Listing of student’s name does not guarantee certificate or degree completion. Final graduation honors listed on the transcript depend on the cumulative GPA at the end of the semester, when degree requirements are satisfied.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Audrey Lynn Albright ★
Marketing

Dylan M. Albright
Finance, Management

John R. Allen
English

Logan Christian Alward
Special Education/Elementary Dual Preparation

Brecklin Andrew Dane Baker ★
Economics

Cheyenne P. Barker
Management

Jacey Elaine Barth
Management

Jeremy Joseph Booth
Economics

Kaleb Craig Bowdle
Sport Management

Bailee R. Brooks
Marketing

Nicklaus G. Brown ★
Marketing

Karlee Marie Bruns ★
Special Education/Elementary Dual Preparation

Jalea Nicole Caldwell
Psychology

Kaitlyn Louise Carpenter
Management

Donna Lorene Conaway ★
English

Brady O. Cottom
Sport Management

Ian S. Darling
Graphic Design

Kathryn Ann Dress ★ ★ ★
Public Accounting

Elijah Hogan Egyed
Marketing

Patrick Michael Elliott ★
Political Science

Jason J. Ellis
Marketing

Bishop L. Ford
Psychology

Bryce Everett Gander ★ ★
Political Science

Amber Kristen Gardner
Graphic Design

Hannah E. Garofalo ★★
Marketing

Catherine T. Gattis
English

Abby Earley Gonzales
Special Education/Elementary Dual Preparation

Lindsey Nicole Gortner
Psychology

Destiny L. Grim
Educational Studies

Reagan A. Haas
Management

Jared Clark Hall
Sport Management, Marketing

Karlee Marie Bruns ★
Special Education/Elementary Dual Preparation

Jalea Nicole Caldwell
Psychology

Kaitlyn Louise Carpenter
Management

Donna Lorene Conaway ★
English

Brady O. Cottom
Sport Management

Ian S. Darling
Graphic Design

Kathryn Ann Dress ★ ★ ★
Public Accounting

Elijah Hogan Egyed
Marketing

Patrick Michael Elliott ★
Political Science

Jason J. Ellis
Marketing

Seamus K. Kenneally
Management

Katie Elizabeth Kitchen ★ ★ ★ ★
Political Science, English

Kaitlin Kobuszewski
Economics

Brenden Edward Lacorato
Psychology

Elizabeth Anne LeBar ★ ★ ★
Marketing

Gavin Scott Linkous ★
Marketing, Sport Management

Madison Elizabeth Liston
Sport Management

Abigail Marie Lithman ★ ★ ★
Studio Art

Joshua Sweeney Loudon
Finance

Georgia Jean Majka
Communication Studies

Airyanna Vanessa Mauer
Sport Management

Stephanie Marie McAfee
Special Education/Elementary Dual Preparation

Kylee Ruth McBride ★
English

Daniel Elias McCartney
Sport Management

Madison M. McCormick ★ ★ ★ ★
History

Dayna M. McDougle ★
Special Education/Elementary Dual Preparation

Kathryn Marie McIlroy ★ ★ ★
Economics, Political Science

Jeffrey A. Mitchell
Communication Studies

Jaclyn D. Mulvain
Strategic Communication: Organizational Communication & Public Relations

Kenneth L. Myers
Communication Studies

Madelyn Ann Nadler
Psychology
Certificates and degrees are awarded upon successful completion of all certificate and degree requirements. Listing of student’s name does not guarantee certificate or degree completion. Final graduation honors listed on the transcript depend on the cumulative GPA at the end of the semester, when degree requirements are satisfied.

- College Honors
- Curriculum Honors
- Research Honors
- Phi Beta Kappa
- McDonough Leadership Scholar
- Summa Cum Laude
- Magna Cum Laude
- Cum Laude

Certificates and degrees are awarded upon successful completion of all certificate and degree requirements. Listing of student’s name does not guarantee certificate or degree completion. Final graduation honors listed on the transcript depend on the cumulative GPA at the end of the semester, when degree requirements are satisfied.
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KEVIN W. ALTEN
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Ph.D., The Ohio State University

NATHAN P. ANDERSON
Associate Professor
Ph.D., Ohio University

THOMAS ARISON
Instructor
M.B.A., McKendree University
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Assistant Professor
P.A. Studies, Marietta College
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Professor
Ph.D., West Virginia University
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Assistant Professor
M.S., Texas A&M University
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Assistant Professor
Ph.D., University of Tennessee
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Assistant Professor
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Assistant Professor
M.S., Radford University
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Instructor
B.A., Marietta College
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Professor
Ph.D., University of Denver
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Assistant Professor
Ph.D., Brandeis University
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Instructor
D.M.A., West Virginia University
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Associate Professor
Ph.D., Harvard University
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Instructor
M.Ed., John Carroll University
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Professor
Ph.D., Duke University
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M.L.S., Kent State University
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Associate Professor
Ph.D., Ohio University
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Instructor
B.S., Ashland University
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Associate Professor
Ph.D., University of Louisville
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Assistant Professor
Ph.D., Bowling Green State University
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Associate Professor
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Assistant Professor
M.F.A., Hamline University
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M.S., University of Arizona
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Ph.D., Texas M & M University
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Ph.D., Ohio University
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